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The purpose: 

       In light of different ethical approaches that too often leave us lacking in cohesion and impact, as 

well as at times offering mixed messages, our working group has decided to identify “justpeace” 

elements we plan to utilize together in our lethal drones advocacy and mobilizing. These will 

help provide a more coherent and thus sustainable way to address the issue of lethal drones. 

These will also help to form a bridge between different ethical approaches to lethal drones, and 

thus, broaden our coalition, our buy in, and our impact. 

Consensus Agreements To Date:  

 

I. Language 

1. To identify JustPeace as our primary moral framework. 

Related to lethal drones, this can be done in various types of advocacy and mobilizing 

communications as appropriate. The content of this framework is not set in stone and will be 

flexible as we move forward in this discussion and our advocacy. Yet, this moral framework may 

help to bring coherency, identify a broader vision, and function as a bridge to solidify coalition 

work with various and at times competing approaches. It also does not necessarily exclude other 

moral frameworks in our deliberations. 

2. To use the language of restorative justice 

This will be key to reframing the meaning of justice in the debate about lethal drones. The basic 

focus question of restorative justice is “what harm has been done to relationships and how do we 

heal?” 

II. Arguments 

3. To use in our arguments “What kind of people are we becoming as a society?” 

 

This was signaled by the recent recognition of some of those participating in U.S. torture are 

now involved in lethal drones. The question helps us to focus in on the kinds of habits we are 

perpetuating and developing, as well as relates to the deeper issue of spiritual formation. 

Examples given were moral injury, lowering participatory process, increasing fear in 

communities, increasing the automization (de-humanization) in engaging conflict, lowering 

empathy, lowering sense of dignity in the other, lowers key virtues, increases vice of arrogance 

(Susan T.’s essay), etc. These habits of course have other major implications for other parts of 

our life and policies. USCCB speaks of “longer term social impacts.” 

4. To use in our arguments that lethal drones are not effective in building a just 

peace, and to point out that other effective just peace practices exist which should 

be advanced. 



This meant to at least say other effective just peace practices exist. We may or may not start to 

identify specific practices we agree on depending on the communication. For example, some 

core just peace practices were identified in the readings. 

5. To use in our arguments that the use of lethal drones does not address the root 

causes of conflicts. 

This refers to the failure of the strategy of drone warfare to get at underlying grievances that 

attract people to violent activity and often in fact create more grievances, thus perpetuating the 

issues that lead to more destructive conflict. 

6. To use in our arguments related to lethal drones that “justice is required for 

peace and peacemaking is required for justice.” 

This is a key message that speaks to how creating a peaceful society requires practices of justice, 

such as ensuring basic human rights; but also how creating a just society requires practices of 

peacemaking, such as dialogue and nonviolent resistance. For our issue of lethal drones, we 

could explain it briefly as such, “justice is required for peace and the use of lethal drones fails to 

contribute to an international community that protects human rights and utilizes restorative 

justice to repair broken relationships;” “peacemaking is required for justice and lethal drones 

create more hostility which leads to further violence and away from practices of peacemaking.”  

Other notes: 

We are continuing to deliberate further specification on a “justpeace” approach and will update 

this form as we proceed. 

 


